Abstract
Nabu-shezibanni, before finally being returned to Egypt where his father assumed power in the Delta. 4 
Art of Twenty-six Dynasty: an Outline
Psmatik I, and as well as other kings of this dynasty, followed the archaistic tendencies of the previous dynasty in art, as well as in many customs, 5 such as the formulation of their names. The renaissance 6 in art is such that it is sometimes difficult to tell whether an artifact came from this period of time, or from the Old or Middle Kingdoms. . 2 ).
Individuals' costumes during Saite period
It is worth noting that the individuals during Twenty-six Dynasty did not put any interests for political affairs in dealing with their costumes and clothing not as Saite kings who keen on rebirth the previous style of Old and Middle Kingdom with other foreign influences, the political reasons are may behind this appearance and conservative nature of Saite kings. The costumes of individuals characterized with variety and gathering different style and designs, also we have to keep in our minds that the archaizing tendency in their costumes occupied the great part than those of innovation elements; the kilts 22 instead of the New Kingdom type with a wrapped flap, the Old Kingdom kilt with a knot and a free-hanging belt end was chosen to be represented (fig 3, 4. ). This type of kilt could have been derived directly from Old Kingdom proto-types; more probably, it was copied from the tomb of Harwa (TT 37), the first Late Period tomb in the Asasif, in which the relief decoration showed the influence of Old Kingdom prototypes. One of the more salient dress for individuals during Saite period the tall skirt which is tied under the breast with distinguish prominent knot; this dress became more popular during Persian Period with Persian Jacket, the author points out that this skirt dated back to the end of Middle Kingdom and continued to Second Intermediate Periodthen it disappeared during New Kingdom, so may it revived by artists during Twenty-six Dynasty(pl. 7).
The neck-sash garment is still one of the most important innovative elements during Saite Period for individuals, although it had Egyptian root inOld Kingdom, 24 (see table 1 ).
The author notes that the majority of wearer the neck-sash garment who occupied the job of High Steward (see fig. 5 )when they are following the god's Wife, who is represented before the god (Nrs.1-3). Padihorresnet 28 is the next High Steward in the chronological sequence whose depiction in the neck-sash has survived (Nr.7), (Fig. 6) .Sheshonq A is another High Steward who appears wearing this disgusting neck-sash through his depictions following Ankhnesneferibre on several representations from chapel of Osiris 29 (Nr. 10, 12), (Fig. 7) .The fan bearer also appear wearing the necksash during Twenty-six Dynasty, scholars argued that the neck-sash originated from the insignia worn by the fan bearer (Hbs bh.t n Hm.f) in the New Kingdom who, beside the fan frequently carried a stripe of cloth in their hands or over a forearm . 30 The Egyptian representations of neck-sash 25 
Conclusion
The Twenty-fifth and succeeding Twenty-sixth Dynasties are periods of great artistic innovation. The Saite Dynasty, establishing its own style of reliefs and sculpture, influenced Egyptian art until the end of the Pharaonic Period.An important aspect of this artistic renewal was a widespread and systematic reference to the art of the past, a phenomenon often called archaism, this phenomenon has been regarded as a particular characteristic of the Late Period, beginning in Twenty-fifth Dynasty and continued to Twenty-sixth Dynasty. But it is more difficult to discuss the archaism, or to use of the past, in the arts of New Kingdom Egypt than those of the Twenty-fifth and Twenty-sixth Dynasties because of the surviving evidence; some scholars argue that the artistic production during Saite Period the political reunification of Egypt under foreign kings, may the unstable political factor was the main reason behind the Archaism.The costumes of Saite kings gathering the archaism tendency with novelty and this step are carried out by adaption tradition elements beside innovation one, tradition clothing such as kilts and garments with various designs and styles, tradition headdresses and crowns with innovation kinds such as capcrown and tall plumes on headdress. Individuals during Saite Period also adapt previous designs and styles which date back to Old, Middle and New Kingdoms in addition to some innovation and revival past style (e.g. skirt with prominent knot, neck-sash). Overall, the costumes of Saite period not only imitation from previous styles as archaizing tendency but also the costumes characterize with novelty and innovation. 
